
                   Dear Friend,                                                          June 2023 Newsletter 

 

                  Follow the money and you can learn so much!  How true this is when studying 

American history.  When studying American history and the movement of money, one can see 

very clearly that the final goal would be to bring about a state of things whereby “And he causeth 

all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in 

their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the 

beast, or the number of his name.”  Revelation 13:16,17 Since the papacy is the 1st beast power 

and she is manipulating the money in America, the 2nd beast power, to achieve her final goal, 

then a look at American history would clearly lay out Rome’s plan in this regard.  Besides, Rome 

has always believed in the Golden Rule: the one who has the gold makes the rules!!  Here we 

go…. 

                The first attempt to establish a central or national bank was before the first shot was 

fired at Lexington and Concord.  It was patterned after the bank of England and the ones who 

controlled the bank of England were the Rothschilds.  They were/are the most powerful banking 

family on the globe.  They are Jewish!  However, they do not work for the reestablishment of 

their Jewish heritage.  The Encyclopedia Judaica declares of them, “Aware that the Rothschilds 

are an important Jewish family, I looked them up in Encyclopedia Judaica and discovered that 

they bear the title 'Guardians of the Vatican Treasury.'... The appointment of Rothschild gave the 

black papacy absolute financial privacy and secrecy. Who would ever search a family of 

orthodox Jews for the key to the wealth of the Roman Catholic Church? -- F. Tupper Saussy, 

Rulers of Evil, Harper-Collins, pp. 160,161.  The Rothschild financial empire is tied directly to 

the papacy!! And, in fact, to the Jesuit Order! These financial animals have been working 

together for centuries to gain control of EVERY nation on earth through a central bank in every 

country so that they could then use this financial power to force ‘all, both small and great, rich 

and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no 

man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his 

name.”  Revelation 13:16,17 

                The man used by the Rothschild/Jesuit consortium in America was Robert Morris.  As 

the new nation of America began to spread its wings, it would need a sound financial base from 

which to operate. It needed a bank, all right, but the bank used America instead of America using 

the bank. Financial genius and opportunist, Robert Morris organized the first bank. He and his 

associates believed that the bank should be modeled after the Bank of England. While the first 

bank in North America was not as ruthless as the central banks of today, it performed many of 

the operations of a modern central bank. ‘Secret’ investors put up $400,000 to start this bank. 

This attempt failed after two short years.  Greed, manipulation, and pure selfishness doomed the 

first attempt at a national bank to failure.  Who were the secret investors that put up most of the 

money to start the first national bank in America??  ““Under the surface, the Rothschilds long 

had a powerful influence in dictating American financial laws. The law records show that they 

were the power in the old Bank of the United States. -- Gustavus Myers History of the Great 

American Fortunes, Random House, p. 556 [emphasis added]. 



“Over the years since N.M. [Nathan Rothschild], the Manchester textile manufacturer, had 

bought cotton from the Southern states, Rothschilds had developed heavy American 

commitments Nathan... had made loans to various states of the Union, had been, for a time, the 

official European banker for US government and was a pledged supporter of the Bank of the 

United States. --Derek Wilson, Rothschild: The Wealth and Power of a Dynasty, Charles 

Scribner’s Sons, p. 178. 

                Before the first shot at Lexington, the greedy Rothschild/Jesuit consortium were 

manipulating their way into American finance.  The Rothschilds knew that if they could gain 

control of a country’s finances, the nation was toast.  The founder of the Rothschild’s, Mayer 

Amschel, once said, “GIVE me control of a nation’s money supply, and I care not who makes its 

laws.”  Rothschild understood that money was the ultimate source of power in this world and if 

he could control a nation’s money flow, then he could eventually destroy all the laws of that 

nation!  And, of course, Rothschild and the Jesuits believe in the golden rule; the one who has 

the gold makes the rules! 

               After Morris’ failure, another attempt would be made.  This time it was done by 

Alexander Hamilton.  He is the man on our $10.00 bill. He had worked with Morris in the first 

try.  Through the 1780’s, Hamilton had opposed a central bank after what he had personally seen 

with the first try.  However, by the late 1780’s, Hamilton was back at it again; he started pushing 

for another central bank and in 1791, a new central bank was established.  Hamilton’s ping pong 

ball behavior, going back and forth, has led some historians to feel someone had paid him big 

time money for his compliance. “Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, submitted a 

proposal to Congress in 1790 for a central bank. Interestingly enough, Hamilton had been an aide 

of Robert Morris in the initial experience of central banking in North America. Surprisingly, 

during the Constitutional convention of 1787, Hamilton had been a strong supporter of sound 

money.” That Hamilton completely shifted within three years and proposed a central bank, 

which could generate money as the Federal Reserve Bank does, shows that Hamilton’s loyalty 

was compromised by the Jesuits. “This is hard to reconcile, and one must suspect that, even the 

most well intentioned of men can become corrupted by the temptations of wealth and power. -- 

G. Edward Griffin, The Creature from Jekyll Island, American Opinion, p. 328. 

           1791 and a central bank with Alexander Hamilton spearheading the charge.  This charter 

would last for 20 years, ending in 1811.  When the charter for renewal of the central bank was 

squashed in 1811, the Rothschild/Jesuit coalition was furious.  Someone would pay for this, and 

thus, the war of 1812 was fought.  Most historians tell us this war ended in a draw with neither 

side winning, but in actuality, the Rothschild/Jesuit team won the war.  In1816, a central bank 

charter was signed into law by James Madison! As US history unfolds, it will become very 

obvious that anyone who opposes the Rothschild/ Jesuit central bank will have threats on their 

lives or be killed!  It is as simple as that!  Next up will be Andrew Jackson, Nicholas Biddle and 

Abraham Lincoln, 

          From Edward “A young man known as Jeff Banda comes from the Reformed Presbyterian 

church of Zambia. He is a young man who is in his early 30's and is a student at one of the 

Universities of Zambia. Jeff has been a keen follower of the radio programs and he has been one 



of the good students who have shared tracts, DVDs and literature I have sent him for the past 

several years. Jeff was in good terms with the Chancellor but something strange happened to the 

Chancellor that he fell sick and died. He was replaced by the new chancellor who was a Catholic 

and his mission was to silence Jeff. One Friday evening, Jeff was in company with his faithful 

praying just after they had watched a DVD sermon on Ezekiel series. That Chancellor bashed the 

door when Jeff and others were yet praying and ordered them to stop making noise. It was Jeff 

who was praying and before he came to the end of prayer is when that Catholic chancellor 

bashed into the room. The loud bang and the voice of the chancellor caused the members to look 

up but Jeff did not stop praying. The chancellor spoke loudly to Jeff to stop hallucinating and 

stand up like other members but Jeff could not stop praying and this annoyed more the 

chancellor who slapped Jeff right on his face with force that made Jeff to fall down from his 

kneeling. Jeff continued to pray even when he was slapped. The chancellor went outside to call 

other lectures to witness what he was going to do with Jeff. When more lectures came in, Jeff 

ended his prayer and rose up. The chancellor, in great anger, asked Jeff why he is stubborn. In 

reply to the chancellor and before all lecturers, Jeff said, he is not stubborn, he was willing to 

show everyone who really is stubborn and evil. That chancellor with lectures agreed to know and 

Jeff asked the authorities present to gather in a staff room where he could explain to all. It was 

done P.B. in fact when many lectures learned of what was happening, more assembled 

with many students and Jeff pulled a DVD for Daniel 7 and played the sermon for all. 

That staff room had a large school TV with a player which made Jeff to slot in a single 

sermon on Daniel 7. It was a shock P.B. Everybody was quiet. That loud chancellor was 

quiet. The sermon went on and ended. Everybody was still quiet. Jeff got another DVD 

for Daniel 2 and played it. P.B. that loud chancellor rose up and said I need more info by 

this man pointing to the American. He called Jeff privately and asked him to forgive him 

for being rough and asked for more sermons by the American teacher. Jeff praised the 

Lord. He promised to do so. More lectures also asked Jeff for more info for they found 

out that the Papacy has messed up the gospel and people have followed blindly. P.B. as I 

am typing you this update, am praising the Lord for the extra funds you sent me as if you 

saw this coming. The DVDs I bought are going to these truth-seeking lectures at the 

University. Jesus has found these truth-seeking men who are truly willing to learn more.  

This is how the Lord is using your voice here P.B. This is how the sermons are revealing 

to the learned and to the ignorant. Am glad to let you know that this year by the grace of 

God, am going to roll out thousands of DVDs to many lands across Africa. Can you 

imagine how many families, individual souls, groups and churches will be saved from the 

hand of the papacy. Only God knows. May God bless you with His spirit to keep sending 

more messages. It is time, it was time and there may not be time to do what can be done. 

Have a blessed Sabbath.” 

From Malawi “I thank you also for your messages you upload at YouTube channel. They 

are touching and inspiring plus eye opening to us Adventists. One couple message you 

preached on last week sabbath 8 march, entitled JESUS LIFE part 33 the unpardonable 

sin-Mark Finley’s a powerful message. I was viewing it on pc via your YouTube channel 



when I purchased a little internet bundle. The comments of brother Kody and Paul are 

also touching and inspiring. Kody said that saying this and doing another thing is not 

good, as he referred to Mark Finley who removed image of the beast in his sabbath 

school quarterly 2nd quarter 2023. Mark Finley plus Ted are embracing ecumenism. So, 

they are afraid of mentioning apostate Protestantism for fear. So, pastor continue 

presenting these warning messages. Here in Malawi I do include you in prayers. The 

DVDs for these presentations you include in the evangelistic materials as you have been 

doing when sending books plus tracts, such that others also might be warned here in 

Malawi on the subtle of Mark Finley in the quarterly.” 

From Zambia “Today, I have received 10 boxes from you through Edward. He told me a 

few days ago that he will be sending me several boxes that you sent me. I am happy 

praising the Lord to have received 10 good boxes that are carefully packed with DVDs. 

tracts, and amazing SOP Books. To God be the glory. Those precious books are 

converting non-SDA's. So far, I have 2 young men who are studying and watching DVD 

sermons with us. They got converted after listening to Daniel lessons about the Papacy. 

They had no doubt to believe that they were deceived in believing that Sabbath was 

Sunday. They will be soon be baptized. I am freely running free DVD lesson in the 

evenings at a nearby school. I want to evangelize the 3 angels’ messages to my 

neighborhood and later get into other places. That is why am happy with the literature 

that has come at a right time. A lot of old people are so interested in prophecy. I am 

surprised to see more than 8 elderly men and women assembling to our evening DVD 

shows wanting to know what Daniel saw and the meaning of beasts. The DVD lessons 

are so revealing, so teachable and full of truth.  I am learning things I never knew before, 

it’s like being in true school of Christ.  Thank you for the lessons from the DVDs. 

Edward told me that he has bought a new duplicator which is faster than he had and has 

promised to be sending me all your latest sermons. Please Pastor Hughes we are behind 

you learning. Am very thankful to God for doing a wonderful work here through you 

Pastor Hughes.  Continue to support us. Soon Our Lord shall come and shall reward your 

faithfulness. Pr. Charles Mambwe.” 

                            Upcoming Appointments 

June 16,17          Tennessee Pastor James and Janice Wright 856 283-8489 

July 7,8                Minnesota            Desta- Ethiopian Group 

August 5             7th Day Sabbath Church, Colton, CA (909) 370-1311 

                            Blessings to you,                                        Pastor Bill 


